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Abstract
Little is known about the image of the Wound Man, a graphic drawing of a
violently wounded igure repeated across a series of European surgical
treatises from 1400 onwards. Focusing on the only known English example,
preserved in the back of a late ifteenth-century medical miscellany now in
the Wellcome Collection, London, this article seeks to unravel the origins and
scope of this picture. Considering both the image’s diagrammatic and
metaphorical qualities, it presents the Wound Man as a particularly potent
site not just of surgical knowledge but of a broader medico-artistic
entanglement.
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The Wound Man is an image at once enigmatic and troubling. A igure stares
out of the page bearing a multitude of graphic wounds. His skin is covered in
bleeding cuts and lesions, stabbed and sliced by knives, spears, and swords
of varying sizes, many of which remain in the skin, protruding like porcupine
quills from his body. His head and thighs are pierced with arrows, some
intact, some snapped down to just their heads or shafts. A club metes out
blunt trauma at his shoulder. Another slams into the side of his face. A
dagger pierces his side, and through his chest—rendered strangely
transparent so as to deine his inner organs—its tip punctures his heart. As
well as weapons of war, he bears traces of more everyday accidents. His
shins and feet are clustered with thorn scratches and trod-upon blades. He is
peppered with itchy insect bites. And to compound his appalling misfortune,
this man is also deeply unwell. His armpits and groin sport rounded, dark red
buboes, rashes, and swollen glands suggesting the contraction of multiple
diseases, some of which, we read, have paralyzed his limbs. The violence
and illness rendered unto his body is total and all-consuming. Yet, despite
this horrendous cumulative onslaught the man’s expression is unnervingly
resolute. His eyes are wide open, he is a igure very much alive, and in this
simple detail the image’s purpose crystallizes. The Wound Man was not a
igure designed to inspire fear or to menace. On the contrary, he represented
something more hopeful: an imaginative and arresting herald of the powerful
knowledge that could be channelled and dispensed through the practice of
medieval medicine.
Known from at least twelve late medieval manuscripts and over twenty early
modern printed books, the broken body of the Wound Man has enticed a
bizarrely diverse collection of modern constituents, sculptors, cartoonists,
theorists, even playwrights.1 Academic publishers, too, in their keenness for
dramatic dust jackets, have presented the igure as the cover-boy to
publications on diverse aspects of the medieval world, even books in which
he is never actually mentioned. But this popular prominence belies the fact
that no comprehensive study has ever been made of the Wound Man. First
highlighted in 1907 by the formidable analyst of medieval science, Karl
Sudhof, the occasional author has in passing addressed some aspects of the
Wound Man’s medical context.2 It is exclusively within the history of
medicine that discussions of the igure have thus far remained, a ield in
which images are normally only considered—perhaps for better, perhaps for
worse—for what they might tell us about the speciics of contemporary
curative concerns: the scope and form of illness, treatment and cure, surgical
technique, pharmaceutical practice.
Engagement with the Wound Man can be pushed further than this, for it
ofers historians a particularly potent and consistent site of exchange
between many of these same concepts of medieval medicine and the more
aesthetic and epistemic concerns interrogated by histories of the image. In
what follows, I want to take as my focus the only known English Wound Man,
found in the back of a ifteenth-century medical treatise in the Wellcome
Library, London, now known by the unfairly bland title of MS 290 (ig. 1). His
is a particularly confusing case, seemingly out of place and time. But by
unravelling the origins and scope of the picture, thinking about both its
diagrammatic and metaphorical qualities, this unique English igure can in
fact help us recognize intriguing strands of intra-cultural thinking in the later
Middle Ages. Like all Wound Men, he ultimately comes to stand with
particular vividness for an enterprise present across Europe and beyond, a
process of medico-artistic entanglement.
View Figure 1 on web.
Figure 1.
MS 290, folio 53v, depicting the Wound Man, after 1491, England, paint and ink
on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the Wellcome Library, London.
Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
Diagramming Disease
The Wound Man is one of the last in a much longer lineage of medieval
medical images that utilized the lexible diagrammatic potential of the
human body. This body was, of course, the ultimate physiological subject of
medieval medicine’s travails, whether examined in the intellectualized and
theoretical atmosphere of Europe’s growing university faculties, or their
distinct counterpart in the manual arena of empirical medical craft, from
surgery and barber surgery to midwifery and apothecaryship.3 Most often, in
the few books that survive from either of these worlds, the human form is
rendered schematically to enable an easy reading of its constituent parts.
Anatomical texts, for instance, sought to give shorthand visualization to the
body’s internal taxonomies by simplifying its systems. Individual internal
organs—heart, lungs, stomach, liver, and others—could all be rendered as a
series of semi-abstract shapes, instantly identiiable symbols for the complex
realities that lay beneath the skin (ig. 2). Elsewhere, in a diferent strand of
medical debate, writings on obstetrics and gynaecology presented the
interior space of the womb as a similarly simple conical or circular container,
visualizing diferent foetal presentations for the reader (igs. 3 and 4). And in
yet another tradition, the ive-fold morphologies of the body’s primary
networks—veins, arteries, nerves, bones, and muscles—could also be laid
out in symbiotic patterns atop the skin of generic igures, giving totalizing
theoretical form to otherwise hidden inner matrices (ig. 5).4
View Figure 2 on web.
Figure 2.
MS 49, folio 36v, depicting diagrams of various internal organs and systems,
ca. 1420–30, Southern Germany, paint and ink on parchment, 40 x 30 cm.
Collection of the Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome
Library.
View Figure 3 on web.
Figure 3.
MS Cgm 597, folio 260v, depicting four presentations of the foetus in the
womb, ca. 1485, Germany, 31.5 x 20 cm. Collection of the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich. Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb00084541-6).
View Figure 4 on web.
Figure 4.
MS Cgm 597, folio 261r, depicting four presentations of the foetus in the
womb, ca. 1485, Germany, 31.5 x 20 cm. Collection of the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich. Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb00084541-6).
View Figure 5 on web.
Figure 5.
MS 49, folio 35v, depicting a diagram of the veinous system, ca. 1420–30,
Southern Germany, paint and ink on parchment, 40 x 30 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
View Figure 6 on web.
Figure 6.
Cod. 2357, folio 65r, depicting a diagram of various medical and planetary
terms, ca. 1350–1400, Austria?, ink on parchment, 28.5 x 21 cm. Collection of
the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Digital image courtesy of ÖNB /
Wien.
Figure 7.
Sloane MS 2839, folio 2v, depicting bloodletting points, ca. 1100,
England, ink on parchment, 18.5 x 13 cm. Collection of The
British Library, London. Digital image courtesy of The British
Library Board.
Figure 8.
Sloane MS 2839, folio 3r, depicting bloodletting points, ca.
1100, England, ink on parchment, 18.5 x 13 cm. Collection
of The British Library, London. Digital image courtesy of
The British Library Board.
View Figure 9 on web.
Figure 9.
MS 8932, depicting the Zodiac Man, ca. 1415–20, England, paint and ink on
parchment, 13 x 12 cm. Collection of the Wellcome Library, London. Digital
image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
View Figure 10 on web.
Figure 10.
MS Cod. Guelf. 18.2 Aug. 4°, folio 110r, depicting the Bloodletting Man, 15th
century, Netherlands, paint and ink on paper, 21.5 x 15 cm. Collection Herzog-
August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel. Digital image courtesy of Herzog-August
Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel.
View Figure 11 on web.
Figure 11.
MS W.73, folio 8r, depicting a diagram harmonising the year and seasons
above a diagram harmonising the elements, seasons, and medical humours,
late 12th century, England, 26.7 x 15.5 cm. Collection The Walters Art
Museum, Baltimore. Digital image courtesy of The Walters Art Museum,
Baltimore.
Other surviving visual schemes of the medical body, though, could be more
complicated and played with what we might call a medieval interest in
diagrammatic ambiguity. Here, instead of exclusively reducing the body to
simple shapes or symbols, the exterior of the human form itself became a
space upon which to inscribe more abstracted systems of bodily control.
Man’s microcosmic relation to the macrocosmic universe, for example, could
be reiterated across demonstrative human igures. Take one image, now in
the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna, where a man carries a
mandorla of planetary terms emanating radially from his face, his body set
within circles of text specifying the elements, humours, and tissues (ig. 6).
Clearly such a igure primarily embodies theoretical concepts: no man really
wears a bonnet of the sun and the moon, nor a beard of Mars, Saturn, and
Venus. Yet the speciics of his body, complete with detailed nipples and
navel, simultaneously lean towards the veristic. This is an image comfortably
caught between two depictive approaches that we too often frame as
oppositional: the diagrammatic and the naturalistic. Yet these were
commonly crossed modes of imaging in medieval visual culture, especially in
the ield of medicine. The same is the case for images that showcased more
speciic practices of treatment. In surgical manuscripts, the internal and
external spaces of realistic bodies could be marked up diagrammatically to
advise on the best approaches for a wide range of instrumented procedures.
Images illustrating cautery—a longstanding technique that used a heated
iron to strategically burn the body and realign its humoral balance—present
multiple case studies of patients drawn in lattened outline and highlighted
with dark red or black spots that guided practitioners to speciic sites for
burning (igs. 7 and 8 ).5 Similarly, the popular extant imagery of the twelve
zodiacal signs was often presented as a semi-monstrous hybrid, with
symbolic forms drawn atop real bodies to draw attention to limbs and
corporeal areas that should be spared treatment during particular
astrological cycles (ig. 9). And in pictures that directed the frequent practice
of medicalized bloodletting, bodies could be highlighted with red lines that
linked diferent diagnoses to the appropriate veins from which blood should
accordingly be drawn, the human form again rendered into a practical aid on
the page (ig. 10).
Although such dynamic medical images could sometimes function
epistemically in and of themselves, containing in their visual forms much of
the actual operative information of value to a working practitioner, text-
image relations were also fundamental to these forms of diagrammatic
medicine. For one thing, written information could itself form the building-
blocks of aesthetic constructions. Medical words could be moulded into
delicate patterns and tabular systems showing the body’s humoral and
spiritual constituents, or mapped around readable wheels that roughed out
human life cycles and predicted a patient’s prognosis (ig. 11).6 And text was
also almost always presented alongside the more recognizably bodily
diagrams above, working in tandem with the visual to produce medical
understanding. Anatomical imagery mingled with consistently replicated
physiological texts that elucidated their forms and comparative workings;
zodiacal and bloodletting schemes relied on adjacent tables of text and
numbers that aided in the calendrical calculation of lunar and solar cycles;
foetal presentations were clariied through accompanying gynaecological
writings, part of a process of intellectualizing the once vernacular ield of
women’s medicine within a deliberately textual and exclusively masculine
medical sphere.7 All these medieval pictures were the carriers of complex
medical knowledge, and their spots, bloodlines, organ systems, zodiac
symbols, and cosmological labels all efected a subtle change to the
rendering of the body. Pulling it away from a marker of personhood or
individuality, or even reality, they instead deliberately transformed the
human igure into a diagrammatic mode, imbuing the body’s bounds with
layers of medical information. It is in this context, where illustrations
performed a careful tension between image and text, and between the
diagrammatic and naturalistic qualities of the body, that the Wound Man
emerged.
Writing Wounds
Wounds and their treatments were much discussed in medieval medical
literature. Major intrusions into the theory of the continuous body, they were
potential ruptures to the body’s surface that threatened the integrity of a
wider scheme of biological dissolution and continuity, as addressed by
classical and contemporary authorities alike.8 Accordingly, surgical writings
informed the practitioner how they might clear wounds of detritus, clean
them, stitch them closed with needles and thread, apply various healing
medications, and wrap them in complex systems of bandaging to quicken
healing.
One group of surgical books in particular, written in fourteenth- and ifteenth-
century Germany, emphasized the importance of this external wound
medicine by twinning it with writings on more internal treatments to create a
successful and much-replicated textual series. Encompassing gynaecology,
humoral medicine, and wound treatment, the group is sometimes known as
the Dreibilderserie—literally the “three-picture series”—after their use of
three key images to elucidate their contents in what we have seen is a
common yet complicated diagrammatic mode.
View Figure 12 on web.
Figure 12.
Msc.Med.6, folio 142v, depicting a Disease Figure with halo, ca. 1175–1200,
Central Germany, ink on parchment. Collection Staatsbibliothek, Bamberg.
Digital image courtesy of Staatsbibliothek Bamberg / Photo: Gerald Raab
(urn:nbn:de:bvb:22-dtl-0000003840).
View Figure 13 on web.
Figure 13.
MS Lat.11229, folio 37v, depicting the Disease Man, ca. 1400–25, France, ink
on parchment. Collection of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris. Digital
image courtesy of BnF 2017.
View Figure 14 on web.
Figure 14.
MS Lat.11229, folio 31r, depicting the Pregnant Disease Woman, ca. 1400–25,
France, ink on parchment. Collection of the Bibliothèque nationale de France,
Paris. Digital image courtesy of BnF 2017.
View Figure 15 on web.
Figure 15.
MS Lat.11229, folio 36v, depicting the Wound Man, ca. 1400–25, France, ink on
parchment. Collection of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris. Digital
image courtesy of BnF 2017.
The irst two of these igures, known as the Disease Man and the Pregnant
Disease Woman, seem to have appeared earliest and perhaps share common
ancestry in an image from a late twelfth-century medical compilation now in
Bamburg.9 Here, the opening paragraph of a short treatise entitled the
“Tractatus de scemate humano” introduces a long list of bodily taxonomies
to be discussed—veins, bones, nerves, and so on—before concluding with
the phrase “a capites inchoantes ita depinxerunt [sic]” (beginning with the
head, as depicted). Below, packed close to the text, is this very depiction. A
distinctly Christ-like igure strikes a striding pose across the lower margin, his
body overwritten with various humoral distinctions, medical terms, and
maladies that might befall the body (ig. 12). Both the Disease Man and
Pregnant Disease Woman preserve similar subscriptive features. In a
surviving ifteenth-century manuscript written in France, probably one of the
earliest to include the series, the Disease Man looks not unlike the Bamburg
igure, although rather than appearing inside his body the texts of his
eponymous diseases mostly enshroud him.10 He is lanked and crowned with
a fan of memorable catchwords naming diseases and conditions, from
alopecia and tinitus to melancholia and vertigo (ig. 13). The manuscript’s
Pregnant Disease Woman, too—shown dressed in a simple wimple, perhaps a
sartorial measure to vindicate what must have been a predominantly male
gaze into her most intimate regions—similarly draws on the diagrammatic
ambiguity of earlier medical imagery to etch pithy catchwords across the
surface of her body and within her schematic innards (ig. 14). Her heart is
labelled (cor), as well as her kidneys (renes) and gallbladder (fel), and she
bears various speciically gynaecological terms, from a deiciency of milk
drawn across her breasts (deiciens lactae) to her womb (matrix) illed with a
twinned pair of foetuses peeking out from within (embrio). Just like her male
counterpart, her body also heralds more general disease. We read on her
arms that both her hands are broken (fractio manuum), haemorrhoids are
noted above her right thigh (emoroides), and a textual arthritis maligns her
shoulders and upper knees (artetica).
On their own, the labels of both these igures are hardly forthcoming or
detailed from a medical standpoint. Nor are they necessarily placed in
correspondence to the actual location of a particular complaint, a potentially
confusing scenario for any practitioner tempted to take them too literally.
Such a basic reading, however, does not do justice to the complex text-
image relations that contemporary professionals would have been familiar
with in such books. Rather than a directly functional map of the body and its
ailments, both Disease Man and Pregnant Disease Woman were deliberately
situated in the ambiguous space between the veristic and the diagrammatic,
designed as a useful mnemonic list of potential problems, the speciics of
which could be further sought out in the substantive textual cures which they
accompanied. These cumulative images catalogued and performed the
encyclopedic power of such a manuscript’s medical contents.
This is the case, too, with the third of the so-called Dreibilderserie, the
Wound Man, who also appears in the Paris manuscript in between the
Disease Man and Woman (ig. 15). As well as the remnants of spears and
arrows, his body bristles with words that buzz around him in all directions,
something that seems to have been important in realizing the igure even in
its very earliest iteration, a group of three male igures from a late
fourteenth-century medical miscellany now in the Lobkowicz Collection,
Prague (igs. 16, 17, 18).11 Here, text plays a blunt but important role.
Amidst details of other treatments and cures, these three early igures
present themselves as visualized lists of disease and injury, the irst of
“istule et cancres” (istulae and cancers), the second of “volnera sagittis
facta” (arrow wounds), and the third of “omnia volnera” (general wounds). In
each, small slit-wounds are linked with thin red lines or the actual arrows of
their making to either the word “curabiles” or “incurabiles”: curable or
incurable. The laconic succinctness of these diagnostic judgments at irst
seems casual, unhelpful even. Yet they might well have had some diagnostic
use for a medieval practitioner encountering such injuries. The simple
designation “curable” could at least conirm to an experienced practitioner
that it might be worth both his time and reputation to progress to
subsequent stages of treatment. After all, the fear of legal action in
“incurable” cases is recurrently annunciated in surgical sources from this
period, which often urge practitioners not to undertake dangerous or
hopeless cases lest the patient’s death be attributed to failure on their
part.12 In these proto-Wound Men, the physical form of the man’s body
worked in conjunction with its surrounding network of simple text to prompt
or disbar further intervention.
Figure 16.
MS Cod. VI Fc. 29, page 97, depicting an early
Wound Figure, ca. 1350–1400, Southern
Germany or Bohemia, ink on parchment.
Collection of the Lobkowicz Library and Archives,
Nelahozeves Castle, Czech Republic. Digital
image courtesy of The Lobkowicz Library and
Archives, Nelahozeves Castle, Czech Republic.
Figure 17.
MS Cod. VI Fc. 29, page 98, depicting an early Wound
Figure, ca. 1350–1400, Southern Germany or Bohemia,
ink on parchment. Collection of the Lobkowicz Library and
Archives, Nelahozeves Castle, Czech Republic. Digital
image courtesy of The Lobkowicz Library and Archives,
Nelahozeves Castle, Czech Republic.
Figure 18.
MS Cod. VI Fc. 29, page 98, depicting an early Wound
Figure, ca. 1350–1400, Southern Germany or
Bohemia, ink on parchment. Collection of the
Lobkowicz Library and Archives, Nelahozeves Castle,
Czech Republic. Digital image courtesy of The
Lobkowicz Library and Archives, Nelahozeves Castle,
Czech Republic.
More linguistically complicated are the later, ifteenth-century Wound Men
which make up the vast majority of the medieval genre. Take an example
from around 1420, found in a large southern German encyclopedia of
medical, spiritual, and eschatological texts (ig. 19).13 The Wound Man is
presented here in his typical format, with slightly squat legs and outstretched
hands, surrounded by short sentences that hover in the vicinity of respective
wounds. These phrases serve to both highlight and individuate particular
injurious details, but importantly too the short terms are not only descriptive
but also itemized with small red numbers. Each catchphrase links a particular
debilitating representation to a speciic paragraph of a short treatise that
preceded the Wound Man on the book’s previous two folios.
View Figure 19 on web.
Figure 19.
MS 49, folio 35r, depicting the Wound Man, ca. 1420–30, Southern Germany,
paint and ink on parchment, 40 x 30 cm. Collection of the Wellcome Library,
London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
This text, seemingly compiled in the early 1400s, is known as the
Wundartznei or “Surgery”, and accompanies all known medieval iterations of
the image, either in its original Latin or a localized vernacular.14 German and
Bohemian botanical terms within the text suggest a Bavarian or Czech
inluence on its contents, and the close analyses of Gundolf Keil and, more
recently, Erltraud Auer and Bernhard Schnell, have shown the treatise’s debt
to a successful earlier thirteenth-century medical work, the widely
distributed Artzneibuch of Bavarian author Ortolf von Baierland.15 Only forty-
four paragraphs long, the Wundartznei addresses the treatment of wounds in
two parts, the irst a list of surgical procedures and the second an
“Antidotar” or pharmacotherapy, including healing ingredients and recipes.
This presentation of the Wound Man, then, efectively casts the igure as a
table of contents or index to its accompanying text, a body of injuries that
might itself be perused as a source for a corresponding cure. One legend, for
instance, written along the large spear piercing the igure's left side and
penetrating into his stomach, reads “So der gross viscus wund wirt 14” (If
the large intestine is injured 14). The reader is thus directed to the
Wundartznei’s fourteenth item on the preceding page:
14. Item wirt der groze darm oder der magen oder gederme
alzo saltu daz heilen. Du salt is zu nehen mit einem subtil
fadem und salt doruf schutten rot puluer. Daz selb puluer
ist zu allen wunden gut und daz beste. Daz mach alzo Nym
swartz win daz uf daz aller rotest si und blutstein i loth
muscate und wiß wiroch itzlichs i lod Gummi arabicum iii
lod sanguinem draconis und mumie itzlichs i loth Daz
zerstoß aller zesammen und mach doruß puluer und behalt
das ze notem.
14. Item If the large intestine is [injured] or the stomach or the
entrails, you can heal it thus: sew it together with a ine
thread and sprinkle red powder on it. The same powder is
good for all wounds, and the best can be made thus. Take 9
[lots of] black wine that is the very reddest and 1 lot of
hematite, 1 lot each of nutmeg and white frankincense, 3
lots of gum arabic, 1 lot each of sanguinem draconis
[dragon’s blood] and mummy. Pound that all together,
make a powder out of it, and keep it as needed.16
Here, the Wundartznei is suggesting the application of a styptic, an
antihaemorrhagic agent in the form of a red powder made to particular
speciications, designed to staunch bleeding after closing the wound in
question.
Such curative advice appears on all medieval Wound Men and can vary
dramatically in its tenor. Sometimes it is rather pedestrian. A catchphrase
beside the southern German igure’s right foot reads “19 Wo der mensch
rudig oder kretzig ist” (19 When a man is itchy or scabby); the corresponding
paragraph 19 suggests three antipruritic salves, one of grapevine ash and
two others of quicksilver or burnt lead mixed with herbs and oils. Other
phrases found about him are more obscure. A caption of text next to the
igure’s left foot reads “Vor slangen biss und vorgift 41” (For snakebite and
poisoning 41), directing the reader to the Wundartznei’s forty-irst paragraph
and a pair of short cures to be applied to the bite, one involving apple and a
second using crushed sage. Some sentences, however, hover beside the
Wound Man unnumbered, curative elaborations unique to a speciic
manuscript that simply loat near their respective depicted maladies to be
read direct from the igure. In the southern German book, a large block of
text by the man’s left leg reads:
Vor den igen nym ein heissen ziegil stein und tw doruf wizen
wiroch daz ein gut dampf do von gange und setz den siechen
dorubir und laß den roch und dampf wol an die igen gan daz is
linde werde und wen daz geschit so nym halder swam und sturtz
den ubir den igen sie vorgent und vorswinnet und daz puluer von
holder swum sint gut dorubir zo der gebrest gross ist
For warts take a hot brick and put white frankincense on it until a
lot of steam comes of it and set the sick man over it and let the
smoke and the steam cover the warts until they soften and when
that happens take fungus from an elder tree and press it over the
warts, they will go away and disappear and the powder from elder
fungus is good if the blemish is large
Figure 20.
MS Ny Kgl. Saml. 84b, folio 4v, depicting the Wound Man, ca.
1450, Germany?, paint and ink on parchment, 75 x 62 cm.
Collection Kongelige Bibliotek, Copenhagen. Digital image
courtesy of Kongelige Bibliotek, Copenhagen.
The situating of this text is very much in the same vein as the
supplementary, paratextual commentaries frequently found in the margins of
medieval manuscripts, ofering dialogical comment on the treatise’s main
body. But here, the body to be elaborated is not that of the Wundartznei
treatise, it is the Wound Man himself. Echoing the common layout of
contemporary medical texts “a capite ad calcem”—quite literally arranged
from cures of the head down to cures of the toe—in cases like this the Wound
Man takes as his skeleton the literary structure of the Wundartznei text, a
constructional blurring of body and words. The format of some ifteenth-
century Wound Men make this relationship even clearer: in one large-scale
igure, now held in the Kongelige Bibliotek in Copenhagen, the Wundzartnei
is presented not as continuous text on appending pages, but is instead
broken up and presented in small circles that directly orbit the igure himself
(ig. 20).17 Rather than numbers, corresponding sections of curative text are
linked to limbs and wounds by a frantic networks of thin red lines. The
physical structure of the Wound Man’s body is itself transformed into a giant
anthropomorphic treatise.
That the Wound Man’s artists and authors were deliberately manipulating
this body-text interaction is further suggested by one paragraph of the
Wundartznei in particular. In this passage, item 11, the text focuses on the
treatment of abscesses behind the ears and elsewhere about the body, and
as part of its curative instruction it encourages the medieval practitioner to
commit to memory a short three-line verse:
Daz ist zo vil gesprochen: der arczt, der arczenne wil, der zal an
sehen den menschen: noch kunste, noch dem alter, noch kraft,
noch der stat, complexion vnde gestalt, noch sitten der
gewonheit, noch zu gefelle des siechtvms, noch vormisschunge,
noch der zitt, noch der luft.
It is often said: The doctor who wants to be a doctor should look
to the people: the art, the age, the strength, the region,
complexion and form, their habits, the disease, the gender, time
and air.
On the one hand, this verse simply reiterates a classical list of the so-called
“non-naturals”, climactic and lifestyle variables that had long been thought
to afect the health of men and women. Yet on the other, the mnemonic
exhortation that the reader should “sehen den menschen”, efectively “look
to the patients”, takes on an added potency given that this very text was
plotted about the unnervingly graphic body of just such a wounded igure.
The Wound Man, therefore, becomes the person to whom the reader should
look for good guidance in giving health, allowing for the dynamic possibility
of a two-fold reception of the igure as at once a bookish diagram and a real
living being, a body that inventively categorized nuanced information for the
medical practitioner by presenting a vivid, animated patient who was himself
meant to be read like a book.
Printing Problems
It is through acknowledging the Wound Man’s integral relation to text that
the case of the only known English example, the Wellcome Wound Man of MS
290 with which I began, starts to unravel. Certainly this igure, like his
Germanic counterparts above, relates to the written word. He is surrounded
by abbreviated and carefully underlined Latin catchlines which follow a
familiar format. Sentences run around his body elaborating the conditions
shown: incisio cerebri (incision to the brain), inlatio faciei (swelling of the
face), veruce utrique (warts on both sides), or, more ominously, vulnus
angustum habens foramen ubicunque (wound with a narrow opening,
anywhere). What is unusual, however, in the Wellcome Wound Man is that
these limited loating sentences are the only text that appears alongside
him. The Wundartznei and its numbered paragraph structure, so integral to
the genre, are nowhere to be seen, nor do they appear anywhere else in the
pages of the book.
The very presence of the igure in this manuscript feels somewhat uneasy.
Produced in England around the mid-ifteenth century, MS 290’s main
sections preserve a pair of anatomical treatises.18 The irst is a text forty-
eight folios long and ascribed in a Latin incipit to Galen, listing the internal
structure of the body in ive chapters organized consecutively from the “soyft
brayne” down to the “haunches”. The second is the Anatomia Porci, a well-
known and much shorter seven-folio text from the eleventh or twelfth
century describing the theoretical dissection of a pig, attributed to the
Salernitan master Copho.19 Whilst inely executed in a neat hand, these texts
are devoid of any accompanying imagery save the occasional illuminated
initial. Only in the manuscript’s inal pages, a separate quire of eight folios
which appear to have been trimmed to it with the rest of the book, do a
number of individuated medical images appear: a pair of nude male igures,
a pair of skeletons, and a pair of igures with exposed nerves or veins—all
shown doubled across facing pages from both front and behind—followed by
a single image of the Pregnant Disease Woman and, at the very back of the
book, the Wound Man (igs. 21–27 and 1).
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Figure 21.
MS 290, folio 49r, depicting a diagrammatic medical igure from the front, after
1491, England, paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
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Figure 22.
MS 290, folio 49v, depicting a diagrammatic medical igure from the back, after
1491, England, paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
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Figure 23.
MS 290, folio 50r, depicting a diagrammatic skeleton from the front, after
1491, England, paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
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Figure 24.
MS 290, folio 50v, depicting a diagrammatic skeleton from the back, after
1491, England, paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
View Figure 25 on web.
Figure 25.
MS 290, folio 51r, depicting a diagrammatic medical igure from the front, after
1491, England, paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
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Figure 26.
MS 290, folio 51v, depicting a diagrammatic medical igure from the back, after
1491, England, paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the
Wellcome Library, London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
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Figure 27.
MS 290, folio 52r, depicting the Pregnant Disease Woman, after 1491, England,
paint and ink on parchment, 18 x 13.5 cm. Collection of the Wellcome Library,
London. Digital image courtesy of Wellcome Library.
If the Wound Man is concerned with the surgical treatment of external
wounds, what place does it and the rest of this group have accompanying
two abstract, theoretical texts drawn from an altogether unrelated area of
medical expertise? The irst step towards an answer comes in the form of an
ofhand comment by S. A. J. Moorat in his catalogue of the Wellcome Library
in 1962, where he suggests that the imagery of MS 290 acted as a
manuscript model for another, much grander project, one of the earliest
known printed medical books in Europe, the Fasciculus medicinae.20 Printed
in Venice on 26 July 1491 by the brothers Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori,
this extremely popular sixteen-folio collection gathered together six
anonymous works on uroscopy, phlebotomy, zodiacal medicine,
gynaecology, wound surgery, and humoral disease, all supposedly originally
gathered, the text states, for use in teaching by an earlier German physician,
Johan von Kircheim, sometimes anglicized to John of Ketham.21 In this
Venetian book, each part of the sextupled series is accompanied by an
explicatory image that embellishes and clariies the contents of the chapter,
delicate engravings by an unnamed artist that historians have persistently
tried to link with the great igures of the Italian Renaissance, from Mantegna
and Carpaccio to the Master of the Dolphins and Bellini (igs. 28–33).
View Figure 28 on web.
Figure 28.
Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, Fasciculus Medicinae, folio 1v, depicting a
urine diagram (Venice: Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, 26 July, 1491),
printed ink on paper, 40.3 x 29.8cm. Collection of the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (Rar.749). Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb00052856-8).
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Figure 29.
Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, Fasciculus Medicinae, folio 2v, depicting a
Bloodletting Figure (Venice: Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, 26 July, 1491),
printed ink on paper, 40.3 x 29.8cm. Collection of the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (Rar.749). Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb00052856-8).
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Figure 30.
Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, Fasciculus Medicinae, folio 5r, depicting the
Zodiac Man (Venice: Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, 26 July, 1491), printed
ink on paper, 40.3 x 29.8cm. Collection of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Munich (Rar.749). Digital image courtesy of Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb00052856-8).
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Figure 31.
Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, Fasciculus Medicinae, folio 5v, depicting the
Pregnant Disease Woman (Venice: Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, 26 July,
1491), printed ink on paper, 40.3 x 29.8cm. Collection of the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (Rar.749). Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb00052856-8).
View Figure 32 on web.
Figure 32.
Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, Fasciculus Medicinae, folio 9r, depicting the
Wound Man (Venice: Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, 26 July, 1491), printed
ink on paper, 40.3 x 29.8cm. Collection of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Munich (Rar.749). Digital image courtesy of Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb00052856-8).
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Figure 33.
Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, Fasciculus Medicinae, folio 12r, depicting
the Disease Man (Venice: Giovanni and Gregorio De Gregori, 26 July, 1491),
printed ink on paper, 40.3 x 29.8cm. Collection of the Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich (Rar.749). Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12- bsb00052856-8).
Why this product should necessarily be the work of a named art-historical
“master” is unclear. Venice at this moment was an explosive centre of print
technology, rich in many diferent skilled engravers and print craftsmen.22
Regardless, as Tizania Pesenti has convincingly demonstrated, these
accompanying images were not an original idea of the Fasciculus artists.
Whatever the identity of the printmakers in the employ of the brothers
Gregori, the book draws directly on ifteenth-century manuscript traditions
for both its texts and its images, speciically the German medical books that
irst imaged the Dreibilderserie (Disease Man, Pregnant Disease Woman, and
Wound Man).23 At least one such ancestor still survives in Rome
today—Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana Cod. Pal. Lat. 1325—and its long
history at the library, highlighted by Pesenti, suggests the journey from
southern Bavaria to northern Italy was certainly possible during the Middle
Ages.
Visually speaking, it is easy to see why at irst glance Moorat—presumably
not aware of the Vatican manuscript—instead saw the Wellcome’s English
Wound Man as the model for the printed Wound Man in the Fasciculus (ig.
32). Both have the same contrapposto pose, their muscular arms drawn
down and palms outstretched towards the viewer. They share the same
square jawlines, hairless heads, and open-eyed stares; the same rounded
chins, twin transparent stomachs, and identical cuspular detailing of their
knees which match line for line. The loose shapes of their internal organs are
likewise extremely similar—something no two other extant Wound Men have
in common—and they bear matching murderous instrumentation: swords,
spears, daggers, and clubs attack their bodies at precisely the same
locations, they bleed from the same cuts, and share sores of the same
shape, orientation, and size.
The only diference between the two is textual. Unlike his manuscript
counterpart, the printed Venetian Wound Man’s words go far beyond simple
hovering captions. Linked to him by thin snaking lines that sometimes
traverse his entire body, he is conjoined to much more substantial square
blocks of loating text, and connected to him, too, are a number of initials,
running from a to z, and onwards from aa to dd. Like the numerals of earlier
Wound Men, these are paragraph indicators, bringing the igure into dialogue
with a treatise printed on the Fasciculus’s following pages, one that
corresponds almost directly to the Wundartznei in its medieval Latinate form,
borrowed like the rest of the book’s texts from an earlier iteration in a
German manuscript original. Words, therefore, divide these two igures, and
it becomes increasingly di cult to see how the Wellcome igure—absent of
the treatise which is replicated in the Fasciculus—could have been the
Venetian’s model.
How, then, can the extremely close similarity between Venetian print and
English painting be explained? Kathleen Scott, in her detailed catalogue
description of the manuscript, suggests that the artists responsible for both
MS 290 and the Fasciculus might have been working from the same model,
now lost. This hypothetical referent is certainly a possibility, especially given
the diversity of sources that seem to inluence the group of images at the
back of MS 290, although such a chronology based on style would ultimately
read against Pesenti’s clear and self-contained continental model for the
Fasciculus.24 Alternatively, we might try to compress Scott’s chronology by
lipping Moorat’s original conclusion, suggesting instead that the painted
Wound Man in MS 290 was not the template for the Fasciculus, but—working
against the current of technological chronology—was instead modelled on it,
preserving the imagery of a circulating printed work in the older manuscript
form.
Comparing the two images again with this in mind, certain details of MS 290
come to the fore. The unlabelled object to the top of the manuscript man’s
head—perhaps an ill-itting hat or metal helmet, an otherwise unique detail
within the genre—might be better understood as an error in translation. In
the printed original, we read that the ill-deined bulge at the top of the
Wound Man’s head is in fact a stone, labelled in the Fasciculus as “Lesio
capitis cum . . . lapide” (Lesion of the head from . . . a stone), a detail again
drawn from the tradition of the German originals. Through the lattening and
saturation of print, however, the rock appears to have lost its clarity for the
Wellcome artist, who with little regard to the text—or perhaps limited ability
to understand its Latin detail—has instead transformed it into a piece of
headgear along the general war-faring lines of the igure. Other images
elsewhere in the manuscript, too, bear similar palimpsests of the Fasciculus.
In places, the osmosis between print and parchment is subtle: the irst pair of
igures in the Wellcome manuscript, for instance, share with the Fasciculus
Disease Man both his sticking-out tongue and four loating circles of text
marked “Sensus communis”, “Cellula ymaginativa”, “Cellula estimativa”, and
“Cellula memorativa”, typical terms to individuate the four sections of the
brain.25 Others, however, follow the Wound Man in a far more verbatim
translation: the Pregnant Disease Woman is likewise a near-identical copy,
following the Fasciculus’s textual catchwords—especially the unusual group
of disease names iring out from her forehead, unknown in any other
manuscript version—as well as the unusually low and central positioning of
the womb at the centre of her body, both details found exclusively in the
Fasciculus.
Figure 34.
Cod. 14034, folio 8v, depicting a Bloodletting Figure,
copied from the Fasciculus medicinae, after 1491,
Austria?, 32.8 x 21.8 cm, ink on paper. Collection
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Digital image
courtesy of ÖNB/ Wien.
We can surmise, therefore, that at least some of these images display direct
inluence of the Fasciculus, and were added as a separate quire of diverse
igures to the mid-ifteenth-century anatomical treatises some time after the
printed text’s publication in 1491. Evidence from contemporary medical
circles corroborates that it was quite possible for an Italian printed medical
book to be circulated in England soon after publication. Vivian Nutton cites
the example of Garrett Godfrey, an early sixteenth-century bookseller in
Cambridge, who could arrange speedy shipment of recently printed material
from both Lyon and the Fasciculus’s native Venice.26 Moreover, MS 290 is far
from being an outlier in its copyist ethic. At least three other hand-written
manuscript facsimiles of the printed Fasciculus exist: one a manuscript on
paper today in Vienna, which duplicates ive of the original six printed texts
(ig. 34); another now in the library of Trinity College Cambridge, which
repeats the Fasciculus’s blood-letting text and igure (ig. 19); and a third
book in Leiden, which copies both the printed book’s text and igures,
including yet another replicant Wound Man (ig. 36).27
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Figure 35.
MS O.9.21, folio 29v, depicting a Bloodletting Figure, copied from the Fasciculus
medicinae, after 1491, England, 28 x 20 cm, ink on paper. Collection Trinity
College Cambridge. Digital image courtesy of Master and Fellows of Trinity
College Cambridge.
View Figure 36 on web.
Figure 36.
MS BPL 1905, folio 9r, depicting the Wound Man, copied from the Fasciculus
medicinae, after 1491, Netherlands?, 29 x 17cm, ink on paper. Collection
Universitaire Bibliotheken, Leiden. Digital image courtesy of Universitaire
Bibliotheken, Leiden.
But the Wellcome manuscript highlights in particular that it was not only
medical professionals who took an interest in the Fasciculus’s theoretical,
surgical, and pharmaceutical elements: artists too were clearly also drawn
early on to its new aesthetic properties. Although a lack of provenance for
MS 290 before the nineteenth century means the speciics of the book’s
creation remain clouded—as do the motivations of a potential patron who
might have commissioned the copying of such images—clearly the visual
capacity of the Wound Man and other diagrammatic igures was strong
enough to elicit a complete extraction from their usual context as mediators
of textual treatises, granting them their own independent aesthetic life.
Wounds Between Fields
Figure 37.
Hieronymus Brunschwig, Buch der Cirurgia, (Strassburg:
Johann Gröninger, 1497), folio 1r, printed ink on paper.
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich (2 Inc.c.a. 3452).
Digital image courtesy of Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
München (urn:nbn:de:bvb:12-bsb00026460-6).
Only six years after his appearance in the Venetian Fasciculus medicinae, the
image of the Wound Man made yet another printed departure. In 1497,
Strasbourg publisher Johann Grüninger reformatted the igure as a
frontispiece to a major work on battleield surgery by the renowned German
master, Hieronymus Brunschwig (ig. 37).28 As usual we see a man beset by
weapons, although here a little more slope-shouldered and anaemic than in
previous iterations, and placed afresh into a tangible stone-loored space
before a looping double window. His image in fact recurs several times in the
book, although signiicantly no text ever surrounds him besides the treatise’s
resplendent title, which proudly proclaims: “Dis ist das buch der Cirurgia,
hantwirchung der wund artzny von Hyeronimo brunschwig” (This is the book
of surgery, handiwork of the surgeon Hieronymus Brunschwig). Here, rather
than itemized alongside the igure, the Wundartznei’s curative contents have
been updated and absorbed into the speciics of Brunschwig’s own text,
leaving no need for this Wound Man to carry numerated or alphabetical
catchwords, nor thin lines linking his body to partitioned paragraphs. Instead,
his impact here is intended as purely visual, acting as a general herald to the
surgical cures contained within the book’s pages. What more dramatic a
scene could an author ask for when announcing boldly their cumulative
works on the surgical craft? Yet whilst such a semi-severance of image and
context must have been roughly contemporaneous with that occurring in MS
290, Brunschwig’s intervention appears to have had far more wide-ranging
and long-standing consequences for the potent image of the Wound Man. A
lurid lure to publishers for over ive hundred years, his presentation runs in a
more or less continuous lineage from the Buch der Cirurgia down to the dust
jackets of today’s modern medical tomes with which I began. As an evocative
illustrative trope, he provided consistently vivid frontispiece imagery,
featured in surgical works as widespread as Hans von Gersdorf’s Feldtbuch
der Wundartzney (1517), Berangario da Carpi’s Tractatus perutilis et
completes de fractura cranei (1535), the posthumous Opera chirurgica
(1594) of Ambroise Paré, and John Brown’s A compleat discourse of wounds
(1678) (igs. 38–41).
Figure 38.
Hans von Gersdorf, Feldtbuch der Wundartzney,
Strassburg, 1530 [irst 1517]), folio 22v, printed ink
on paper. Collection of the Wellcome Library,
London, (EPB 2761/B). Digital image courtesy of
Wellcome Library.
Figure 39.
Berengario da Carpi, Tractatus perutilis et
completes de fractura cranei, (Venice, 1535), folio
1r. Special Collections of the New York Academy of
Medicine Library. Digital image courtesy of The
New York Academy of Medicine Library.
Figure 40.
Ambroise Paré, Opera chirurgica, (Frankfurt,
1594), p. 354. Collection Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Munich, (999/4Med.8).
Digital image courtesy of Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek München.
Figure 41.
John Brown, A compleat discourse of wounds, (London,
1678), p.37. Collection of the Wellcome Library, London,
(EPB/B 15691/B/1). Digital image courtesy of Wellcome
Library.
In light of this ultimate and ongoing divorce from his textual origins, work
might now begin which relects upon the original medieval iterations of the
Wound Man, searching for something much more powerful than his important
yet nonetheless conined status as a organizational medico-literary tool,
work that brings the igure more convincingly to life. For whilst wounds were
things much discussed in medical texts, they also featured as potent
signiiers across a much broader medieval literary world.29 Recent
scholarship has argued for a complex topography of wounds in the Middle
Ages, with injuries and their carefully measured compensation embedding
themselves in the pages of courtroom records, haunting the faces of literary
heroes—who in speaking identiied themselves as much by their wounds as
their names—and evoking a proud sanctity in the metaphors of confessional
literature and saintly vitae.30 Images contemporary to both early and later
Wound Men, too, likewise suggest that a mixture of verbal and visual
wounding was not restricted to the medical, most obviously in the religious
realm. On both small and large scale, the loating menace of the Arma
Christi, or the impious aggression of wall paintings of the Sunday
Christ—picturing Jesus wounded by the tools of workers ignoring the
Sabbath—make clear the lamboyant artistic metaphors of the wound (igs.
42 and 43). Certainly if his expression is anything to go by, like Christ, the
Wound Man does not acknowledge the pain he must be going through, but
instead is shown in the throes of a more anaesthetized and almost holy
expiatory experience. This was something Karl Sudhof acknowledged as
early as 1907 when he irst described the Wound Man, dubbing him a
surgically distorted, “grotesque St. Sebastian”.31
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Figure 42.
The Prayerbook of Bonne of Luxembourg, fol. 331r, depicting the Arma Christi
and the Wound of Christ, before 1349, Paris, ink and paint on parchment, 13.2
x 9.7 cm. Collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, (69.86).
Digital image courtesy of Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Figure 43.
The Sunday Christ Relief, c. 1500,
England, alabaster. Collection Victoria &
Albert Museum, London, (A.1-2010).
Digital image courtesy of Victoria and
Albert Museum, London 2017.
All this is not necessarily to say that the Wound Man must now himself be
read directly as legal evidence, chivalric hero, saint, or Christus medicus. But
his was an image whose emergence within this world of living wounds cannot
be ignored. His potential was far greater than the speciics of bodily injury or
accident. He was a complex site of contact: between sickness and cure, print
and painting, and medicine and society as a much broader whole. Only in
acknowledging this may we recognize him as an innovative creation
indicative of the furthest limits of the medieval medical imagination, a igure
cast into constant sufering to help the Wound Man’s readership heal and
simultaneously let their minds wander far beyond medicine through his late
medieval woundscape.
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